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ABSTRACT

Rationale: Trials evaluating interventions to promote health behavior change rarely embed investigations that assess participant perceptions of crucial triggers of change.

Objective: The "Let's Move It" (LMI) randomized trial evaluated a theory-based whole school system intervention aiming to increase physical activity (PA) of adolescents attending vocational schools. This article serves two main purposes: to describe how to use the critical incident technique (CIT) to conduct in qualitative process evaluation to identify events, including intervention elements, which LMI trial participants perceived to enable or support behavior change.

Method: Semi-structured interviews (n = 34) conducted immediately post intervention from intervention and control arms were analyzed using the CIT.

Results: The analysis identified altogether 39 critical incidents. Most of the critical incidents were related to the LMI in the intervention arm and the findings are partly aligned with the LMI intervention theory. Analysis revealed several critical incidents also in the control arm, including gaining insights regarding PA and mere measurement effects, illustrating challenges facing real-world trials.

Conclusion: The CIT seems a promising approach for directing analysis towards potentially crucial intervention elements as described by the participants themselves, helping in focusing and limiting the text corpus to accounts relevant to change. Qualitative evaluations in trials may add valuable understanding to complement quantitative assessments.

1. Introduction

Evaluation of health behavior interventions can improve our understanding of behavior change processes as well as further develop health promotion efforts (Craig et al., 2013). Effectiveness evaluations alone are not helpful in learning what works and what does not: standalone outcome assessments mask what happens in the “black box”. This weakness of the randomized control trial (RCT) design is well-known (Deaton and Cartwright, 2018). However, process evaluations of complex interventions could explain (in)effectiveness and this understanding can be used to improve interventions (Moore et al., 2015). Although process evaluations may also involve implementation fidelity and context, the present study focuses specifically on the evaluation of mechanisms of impact. We show how to use the critical incident technique (CIT) as a key methodology in behavior change intervention process evaluations, with our analysis of the trial of the Let’s Move It (LMI) physical activity (PA) school-based intervention as an illustrative example.

Assessing intervention effects on the hypothesized mechanisms of change can lead to a more detailed understanding about these mechanisms and participants’ interactions with intervention contents. A causal modeling approach is useful in exploring these questions: An a priori model, describing how the intervention is assumed to achieve its effects, is tested. Causal modeling permits identifying which intervention contents are essential and which are not (Moore et al., 2015). In turn, interventions can be better optimized before wider implementation. It can also contribute to theory (Rothman et al., 2006).

We posit that the behavior change process can be examined by utilizing the CIT (Butterfield et al., 2005) as an analytic viewpoint. The CIT is an analysis method where critical incidents are identified from...
data and categorized inductively. In previous studies, respondents have often been directly asked to name and depict important incidents (Chell and Pittaway, 1998). Instead of specific rules guiding the analysis, the CIT method allows the analysis principles to be modified case by case. Frequently, a critical incident is expected to include information considering (1) the background (how things were before the incident), (2) the experienced event, and (3) the consequences (what happened or did not happen because of the event). The results may be reported as a few general categories or several specific categories, depending on which level is assessed to be more practical (Butterfield et al., 2005). Critical incidents can be defined as events that participants identify as significant (Niska et al., 2011). Thus, behavior change may be identified as a series of such incidents that are construed as significant in interviewees’ talk. As individuals differ as to the beliefs, attitudes, motivations, and existing skillsets at baseline, interventions delivered to entire cohorts need to cater for various needs. For example, whereas some individuals may already be motivated, but need a boost in their PA-related self-efficacy, others may have not found a personally meaningful reason to try to increase PA. An evaluation of idiographic change paths can shed light into the unique turning points and inspirations.

The purpose of the current empirical study was to explore what kind of events low-active adolescents in vocational education perceive as promoting changes in their activity behaviors (including both PA increase and reductions of sedentary behavior, e.g., sitting) during and after the PA intervention. Instead of examining change accounts as realistic descriptions, we considered change experiences as material that humans use when they interpret reality – approaching interview talk as possible experiences (e.g., Hammersley, 2003). To our knowledge, few studies have explored those processes, events, and insights that adolescents themselves relate to PA increase during interventions.

2. Context for applying the CIT

2.1. Intervention

The LMI whole school system intervention is a theory and evidence-based program developed to increase moderate-to-vigorous PA and reduce sedentary behaviors, such as sitting, among Finnish vocational students. Intervention design was based on behavioral theories relevant to youth PA, original empirical research in the target population, and co-design with end users and experts (Hankonen et al., 2016, 2019). As previous literature suggested that classroom-based interventions or environmental changes alone are not sufficient in creating change, the intervention incorporated elements at both individual and environmental levels. The intervention consisted of several components, including changes to the school classroom environment, teachers’ behaviors, and students’ motivation and self-regulation skills. The face-to-face intervention program consisted of six 60-min interactive group sessions that were included in the normal school curriculum and delivered by trained facilitators.

A key feature of group sessions was an accepting, positive, and supportive environment. This part of the intervention was one part of the school system intervention that also included a poster campaign, a website, and a teacher-delivered intervention to decrease sedentary behavior in normal classrooms (e.g., activity breaks for sitting reduction), as well as changes in wider environments (Hankonen et al., 2016). The intervention was developed and optimized for targeting those with insufficient levels of PA. Table 1 shows an overview of intervention content and the linked theoretical determinants of the intervention theory.

The intervention theory hypothesized that increased levels of PA will be achieved through the use of key active ingredients targeting behavioral determinants. Such active ingredients include changes in the environment and a set of conscious motivational and self-regulation processes targeted during group sessions, as well as other materials (e.g., posters). In pair and group discussions, students were encouraged to reflect upon and select personally suitable leisure time PA types and settings. This approach, including stepwise, self-guided experimentation, and prompting practice with PA was used to increase behavior and its maintenance (Hankonen et al., 2016, 2019).

2.2. Trial design and data collection

In a cluster-randomized trial (n = 1120 students), we evaluated the included intervention school arm and control schools following standard curriculum. Standard curriculum in the Finnish schools contains a basic course on health education and physical education. However, control participants may have taken these at slightly different times and in different forms, as the Finnish national curriculum provides freedom on how to implement this module in schools. Therefore, the form and content of the standard curriculum is not entirely uniform (compared to the precision of the LMI intervention).

The co-primary outcome of the trial was total PA increase, conceptualized as changes in moderate-to-vigorous PA, overall sedentary time, and breaks in sedentary time. These were measured with seven-day accelerometry and self-report (Hankonen et al., 2016). Additionally, background and process variables, as well as secondary outcomes, were assessed by self-report in both arms, and body composition (secondary outcomes) was objectively measured using a bioimpedance device.

2.3. Aims of the present study

As part of the process evaluation, this study aimed to identify intervention contents and potential mechanisms of impact that the LMI intervention school students perceived as either inspiring or crucial to increase their activity and contributing to changes in meaning-making. Targeting LMI trial participants with self-reported low or moderate PA, the study analyzed:

1. How do the students associate LMI intervention with their own PA changes, sitting reduction, and thoughts about PA or sitting?
2. When comparing intervention and control group students’ accounts about critical incidents, what similarities and differences can be identified?

Our aim was to evaluate participants’ interpretations of important factors that they interpreted as leading to PA change and, by comparing to accounts from the control arm, to facilitate making conclusions about experiences and meaning-making during and after the intervention. The control arm was included to estimate whether critical incident categories associated with the LMI intervention were specific only to the intervention arm. Thus, the aim is also to provide researchers with a clear guidance on how to use the CIT in process evaluations of behavior change interventions.

3. Method

3.1. Study participants

Individual interviews were conducted among a subsample of students from intervention and control arms (n = 34; intervention n = 21; control n = 13) immediately post-intervention (October 2015/ December 2015/March 2016/May 2016). In recruiting participants, we used survey data to identify adolescents who had reported low or moderate levels of PA at baseline. Other inclusion criteria were: (1) being a student in a vocational program, (2) voluntary signed consent for the study, (3) age: 15–19 years, (4) Finnish language skill: Self-assessed, minimum 4/5, (5) no competitive sports background, and (6) attended at least 4–5/6 LMI sessions. Participants’ mean and median age was 17 years; 21 were practical nurse students and 13 hotel, restaurant, and catering students (batches 3–6 of the trial; Hankonen et al.,
Table 1
Overview of intervention theory regarding student PA: Theoretical determinants and intervention activities targeting them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical determinant</th>
<th>Intervention content linked to determinant (examples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Self-efficacy           | • Graded tasks (i.e., emphasis on moderate goal setting, including the principle “Any movement is good! Any activity is better than nothing”)  
                        | • Verbal persuasion of capability  
                        | • Skill provision  
                        | Student sessions, workbook, posters, table stands |
| Outcome expectations    | • Information about consequences of physical activity, framed positively, incl. principle “Any movement is good! Any activity is better than nothing”, “Sitting sucks”  
                        | • Behavioral experiments (sessions and homework)  
                        | Student sessions, workbook, posters, table stands |
| Autonomous motivation (including self-concept) | • Autonomy supportive style across sessions and materials  
                        | • Principle “Your own choice: Whether you are active, and how” (across sessions and materials)  
                        | • Emphasis on selecting personally important reasons (principle “Know what moves you”)  
                        | • Emphasis on selecting autonomous goals (incl. principle “God is well-being, not fatless body”)  
                        | • Identification of oneself as a physically active person  
                        | • Behavioral experiments  
                        | Student sessions, workbook, posters, table stands |
| Descriptive norms       | • Information about others’ behavior and attitudes toward PA  
                        | Student sessions, workbook, posters, table stands |
| Self-regulation         | • Goal setting, goal review  
                        | • Action planning, coping planning (problem solving)  
                        | • Self-monitoring  
                        | Student sessions, workbook, posters, table stands |
| Environmental opportunities in school class | • Environmental changes in classroom (physical equipment)  
                        | • PA equipment, e.g., gym balls, standing desks, gym sticks, pilates cushions  
                        | • Teacher activity in classroom (e.g., activity breaks)  
                        | Teacher workshops |
| Environmental opportunities in school | • Better access to school PA facilities  
                        | Improved access or improved awareness (informed via leaflets in student sessions) |
| Environmental opportunities at home and neighborhood | • Home workout videos  
                        | • Better access to neighborhood PA opportunities  
                        | Provision of home workout videos  
                        | Improved awareness of existing opportunities at home, online, environment  
                        | Arrangement of low-cost PA deals with community PA providers (informed via leaflets in student sessions) |

2016).

3.2. Procedure

All interviews were conducted using the same interview guide (see Appendix 1). There were four topics discussed with the interviewees: individual PA behavior, strategies to manage one’s activity behaviors (including one question about sitting reduction), thoughts about PA, and thoughts about the LMI intervention. The interviews took place during students’ free time on school premises. Participants were given an information sheet explaining the research topic and a consent form. As a compensation for their time, participants received a movie ticket. Interviews (which ranged from approximately 20 to 80 min; nine to 22 sheets as transcribed) were audio-recorded, independently transcribed verbatim, and de-identified prior to analysis.

Broad and open-ended questions would be ideal to elicit storytelling, however, in this study, we used a more detailed topic guide as young participants might not be used to describing their experiences in detail. Relevant to theoretical underpinnings of the intervention, theme 2 included questions about PA self-regulation (e.g., using, planning and self-monitoring techniques) and during theme 4 (only for intervention arm), intervention participants were directly asked whether elements of the intervention had facilitated changes. Interviewers used follow-up or clarifying questions, according to a pre-specified interview strategy (Appendix 1), thus specifying the points participants had made. The ethical committee of the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa (367/13/03/2014) assessed the research plan and procedures.

3.3. Data analysis

Transcribed interviews were analyzed using the CIT (Butterfield et al., 2005). As our aim was to identify important intervention contents, we did not limit critical incidents to only those accounts that included a detailed description of each phase in the process (i.e., the background, the event, and the consequences). In this study, critical incidents were simply defined as events associated with change in participants’ accounts. The first author, KK, conducted the analysis, generating critical incidents iteratively from the data while being blinded to the quantitative outcomes. Change processes were identified, classified, and summarized, and thereafter, critical incidents were identified and categorized inductively. Table 2 summarizes the analysis process; thereafter, it is described in more detail.

First, KK read and re-read all transcripts for familiarization and discussed potential issues with KMV and NH (Step 1). Secondly, all extracts describing change were marked down (Step 2). Next, a table was created to understand what was occurring in adolescents’ narratives: whether the personal changes were illustrated as change in PA behavior, PA-related thoughts, sitting reduction, or thoughts related to sitting. Then the focus was on examining described changes. Each interview was summarized in own words in a table as a categorization of accounts of change in behavior and thinking as concerning background, triggering factors, consequences, and experiences or present state (Step 3). As the analysis of change processes occurs through interpretation of the interview talk, it can require understanding and reading the interview as a whole. In other words, these parts of processes may be impossible to be located or coded from a few neighboring sentences only. Based on these summaries, critical incidents were identified and presented as triggers for experienced changes and short descriptions of each incident were drafted (Step 4). All these summaries were read both as independent texts and compared to each other and the transcripts. The purpose of writing short stories is to elucidate the researchers’ interpretations of the process, which makes the interpretation of the critical incident transparent. An example of a short critical incident description appears in Table 3.

Next, the critical incidents were classified according to identified similarities and differences and were discussed with the team (Step 5).
Table 2
Steps of analysis of change and critical incidents in participants’ interview talk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps of analysis</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Getting acquainted with data</td>
<td>- Read the stories without any particular perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Outlining data to find change descriptions</td>
<td>- Identify extracts describing change in behavior or thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If the data has not been collected by asking participants directly about critical incidents, it may be challenging for the researcher to decipher what changed. In these cases, it may be helpful to look for verbs, such as “I decided”, “Someone suggested”, “Something happened”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Summarizing participants’ descriptions of changes with regard to outcomes</td>
<td>In this Step, researcher creates a table that classify change descriptions according to outcome types and extracts phases of critical incidents into the same table. a) Using the extracts identified in step 2, create a table for classification of changes into the outcomes of interest, such as the behavior change targets of the intervention (e.g., change in PA behavior, PA-related thoughts, sitting reduction, or thoughts related to sitting). This helps checking whether the extract describing change refers to only one type of change, or multiple changes. Changes are usually intertwined. For example, a participant may describe the intervention triggering changes in both thoughts and intentions regarding PA and PA behavior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Identifying critical incidents

- Write short process descriptions including, if possible, the following phases, and place them into the table:
  1. background (e.g., Previously I did not think about sitting. I used to walk to school),
  2. triggering factors, i.e., the core of the critical incident (e.g., During LMI sessions I realized that sitting is not good for me. The winter comes soon so it is dark, cold and rainy),
  3. consequences (e.g., I have been thinking about sitting reduction), and 4) experiences/present state (e.g., Now I go to school by bus but hop off one stop earlier to walk more. At school I now sit on the gym ball, if it is available). In most CIT analyses only phases 1, 2 and 4 are present.

Note. Depending on the research question, a critical incident can also be an event hindering change, e.g., I was going to start going to the gym in the spring (1), but then school work load was too big and took too much time (2), and in the end I couldn’t start regular gym (4). In these cases, the phase 4 refers to non-change.

Table 3
An example of critical incident descriptions in the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thoughts about PA, related to PA increase; LMI and self-regulation interpreted as a critical incident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When I was a kid I used to play soccer, but nowadays I do not have a sports hobby. I walk to school and climb stairs at school. At LMI meetings they gave us tips how to increase PA. I might write myself a PA plan and keep a PA diary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LMI = Let’s Move It (intervention).

5. Categorization of critical incidents

- Group the identified critical incidents. Depending on the research question, this categorising can happen in a) data-driven manner, or b) based on a theory, e.g., program theory of the intervention.

6. Comparison of change processes and critical incidents

- Identify similarities and differences according to intervention and control arms.

Finally, the analysis proceeded to a more comparative and interpretative phase. KK systematically compared preliminary findings by reference to participants’ arm allocation. At first, only accounts considering the first three themes (PA behavior, behavioral self-management, and thoughts about PA) were explored, leaving the fourth theme (LMI intervention) under separate examination (Step 6). Afterward, KK discussed preliminary results with all co-authors. Parts of the results were first discussed with KMV and NH and some amendments were made. Then, all authors reviewed the results, after which some categories were combined.

4. Results

Participants were asked to talk about those changes that had happened since their latest school period started. About two-thirds of all participants described either a change in their activity, their thoughts, or both. Most reported either PA increase or maintenance. Similarly, most interpretations considering meaning-making described either no change or change towards more positive thoughts about PA and were mostly associated with PA increase. Only some described explicit changes in their sitting behavior or thoughts. Some participants talked about the intervention only when they were explicitly asked to comment on it. Theme 4 was especially designed to evoke talk about contents that participants might recall as helpful in increasing PA in the future. However, the participants illustrated some new critical incidents even in this phase. Moreover, most of critical incidents were presented during discussing PA in general (themes 1–3), and only some in theme 4. When discussing the LMI intervention (theme 4), even some of the intervention arm participants who had explicitly not described sitting change reported use of sitting reduction equipment in classrooms: “well they were nice, that you could like sit on the gym ball every now and then” or “if you weren’t here I don’t think that they [the teachers] would give permission to be jumping in the classroom”. These accounts were excluded from the analysis as they were not associated with PA change in participants’ talk. Altogether, 31 critical incidents were identified in 14 intervention arm participants’ talk (intervention n = 21) and, of these, they related 23 to the intervention. Eight critical incidents were identified in seven control arm participants’ talk (control n = 13). Table 4 presents an overview of identified critical incidents.

Next, we illustrate what critical incident categories intervention arm

Table 4
Distribution of identified critical incidents in participants’ talk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified critical incidents</th>
<th>PA increase and new thoughts about PA</th>
<th>Sitting reduction and new thoughts about sitting</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention arm participants (total):</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated with the LMI intervention</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated with other issues</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control arm participants (total)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
participants related to the intervention content. Secondly, we present what other critical incidents they highlighted. Thirdly, we describe control arm participants’ accounts about critical incidents and compare them to intervention arm participants’ talk.

4.1. Critical incidents associated with the LMI intervention content in intervention arm participants’ talk

The analysis produced three critical incident categories: (1) gaining insight into own behavior, (2) learning self-regulatory skills and behavior change skills, and (3) getting deeper knowledge on PA and sitting. In the following, we present some examples to illustrate each of these categories. As critical incidents are frequently considered as consisting of various phases (Butterfield et al., 2005), we have striven to present comprehensive extracts of participants’ accounts.

4.1.1. Category 1: gaining knowledge on PA and sitting

New understanding of PA. Several intervention arm participants interpreted that knowledge about PA, acquired during group sessions, had contributed to changes in their PA behavior or thoughts about PA. One participant described how becoming aware of the importance of muscular endurance, balance, and functional exercise had led to the adoption of a more varied range of exercise.

I: … if you could describe in your own words how your physical activity habits have changed … you can elaborate a little.

P30: Well, for example this, that I bike the fitness bike a little more, I actually got a fitness bike into my room so I have used that more, then I have done more muscle exercises whereas before I used to think that aerobic exercise is more important, but now you can elaborate a little.

Knowledge of PA benefits. Some reported that knowledge of PA benefits had increased their motivation to participate in PA. In interview talk, information about the benefits of minor moves and small changes in PA behavior was interpreted as having affected change in one’s PA beliefs.

I: … Do you think there was something in these sessions, something that helped, you to increase physical activity?

P5: [The instructor] said that a little plus is, even a little bit of physical activity is a plus. So, it has given me a huge amount of motivation and, that thing.

These extracts illustrate how cognitive change may be helpful for behavior change. If participants who do not meet PA guidelines associate PA only with vigorous exercise, they may perceive PA adoption as out of their reach. Light exercise, in contrast, may not motivate them unless its benefits are understood.

Knowledge of the disadvantages of sitting. Some participants mentioned that they had not heard about the harmful effects of sitting until LMI sessions. On the contrary, other participants noted that this was not new information, however, they had not paid attention to it until the intervention. Only in-depth knowledge about sitting, acquired during the intervention, has induced actual understanding of its significance.

I: Have you always thought that you should probably make your own sedentary behavior a little?

P31: No. I have not thought about it, except for when this Let’s Move It thing came, there it was said that sitting is not that good of a thing. I have not really thought about it before. I have thought that it might not be good to be sitting down all the time, but then the Let’s Move It thing was like hey this really is not good.

These comments highlight the usefulness of refined health messages. General information about sitting may not be as influential as specific descriptions of what harmful effects sitting may cause.

4.1.2. Category 2: learning self-regulatory skills and behavior change skills

Practical tips for PA increase and maintenance in one’s daily life. In addition to knowledge, participants illustrated the intervention’s advice on various concrete ways for how PA can be increased and maintained in practice as their own PA change prompt. One participant reported getting off the bus one stop earlier; another described stair climbing and walking short distances. Yet another reported how the intervention inspired her to do knee bends at home.

I: … so it has occurred to you more that everyday activities are good for you, so did it influence your physical activity habits in any way?

P33: Well maybe I have started like for example if there is a really short distance, so should you take a bus or walk, you then walk the distance and in that way I have started to think more about the everyday physical activity being good for you, it already does a lot of good if you walk and not take the bus and stuff.

I: … Can you tell in more detail what was the start for this change?

P33: Well maybe those lessons- … Like that even a little is good for you, or like even a small thing is good for the body and like that yeah.

Practical knowledge may inspire PA increase, particularly among those who are not accustomed to regular exercise.

Knowledge about strategies to reduce sitting in one’s daily life. Three participants presented becoming aware of various sitting reduction strategies as a critical incident. For example, they described actual behavior change as sitting on gym balls in the classroom, standing up during lessons and going out on breaks at school.

I: And was it so that now you’ve had thought that you could do it at school too?

P14: … If teachers say that ok you can go on a break, or let’s have a 5-min break to stretch our leg-well I would sit in the classroom and look at the phone, but now I feel like I have to step outside even for a little while to catch some fresh air and if I have to I can take the phone with me and look at the messages there so, I have tried to go walk a little during every break. …

I: Yes. Yes. Has anything happened since this period started that would have influenced your thoughts?

P14: Well, these Let’s Move It lessons maybe have helped to increase, or like if you are doing something increase some of these small breaks, like in school and at home where you sit and, in other ways helped too.

Adopting self-regulation procedures. One participant highlighted how PA planning and self-monitoring had become a habit that helps maintain her PA routines. This participant described how her intention to begin gym exercising resulted from the intervention. Even if the program was identified as a critical incident already in the beginning of the interview, it was not until the end when she described how the intervention work book and tasks given at the group sessions prompted her to begin regular exercise.

I: … how did the going to the gym happen, where did it start from?

P13: Well when there was that Let’s Move here then we like went through those things … nothing really prevents you from being physically active like, I have thought about going to the gym previously too but I just haven’t had the energy, but now that for example there has been that Let’s Move in the school, it like motivates
me more, and then I went and started.

... 

P13: Yes, when I started going to the gym I made myself, like, a schedule or kind of a plan. ... so on Monday we do this, on Tuesday this and so forth.

... 

I: Where did you get the idea from to make the schedule?

P13: Well on these Let's Move lessons we have discussed it and that is how the planning came up. So then I thought that what if I, for example, tried for that first week, then if I feel like it or if it is going better I would keep it up.

... 

I: Yes. Do you write them down on a piece of paper or?

P13: Yes or I like, make like, like a timetable that Monday Tuesday and so on and then I write on it.

In the previous extract, new knowledge was crucial for starting to exercise at home, whereas in this interpretation, PA planning and self-monitoring have become a habit that helps to maintain those PA routines that the participant has chosen.

4.1.3. Category 3: gaining insight into own behavior

A perception of freedom to make one's own choices. Two participants stressed that voluntariness emphasized in the intervention had become a motivating factor in PA. The following extracts shed light on the atmosphere in LMI sessions and how it is reflected in participants’ thoughts. The objective of the intervention was seen to offer alternatives and learn to be active in a variety of self-chosen ways instead of encouraging everyone to exercise at a gym. As PA is one's own choice, the voluntariness implies freedom to choose something else as well.

I: ... what ... was like so important that it stuck to your head when she said ... about the different ways?

P6: ... usually people are like let's say you are overweight or something, so that they like instantly are- look at you like you should lose weight, or go to the gym ... but yeah, the Let's Move It people, they did not see it like that, ...they just pointed out that you can be active in different ways, ...it is not like that, that we come from an angle where we try to get everyone to exercise and to go to the gym but that you can do small things and they will show us. ... that it is our option whether we do or don't. That they won't judge.

Instead of encouraging to conform to other people’s advice or expectations, the intervention encourages to follow one's own preferences.

Becoming aware of one's own sitting behavior. One participant highlighted awareness of one's own excessive sitting as a critical incident. When explicitly asked whether she has always been striving to reduce sitting, the participant answered that she had never before even thought about it. Only during the sessions she had realized that she, in fact, sits very much and that reducing sitting could be worth trying.

I: Did you independently try any new lines of sports or ways to reduce sitting during the Let’s Move It program?

P19: Well I did not do that try-out, I forgot. Well I have, tried to sit down less but it very difficult for me. Specifically because of in- dolence. (laughs) And yes. I do so much by sitting down. That somehow it has been difficult to be doing something standing up.

I: Yes. Have you had it in your head nevertheless or like that you should like- (P19: yes) ...

P19: I have thought about having to reduce but have not yet done it.

I: Yeah. Had you like had this thought like before or like that you should sit less? Was it like that or-

P19: Before that I did not think about it at all, that I sit so much, but when it came up on these lessons I realized that I sit a lot.

Instead of reasons or means for sitting reduction in general, she described having learned something personal, that is, knowledge of her own behavior. Interestingly, this participant did not highlight this new awareness of her sitting behavior until theme 4.

In the following extract, one participant illustrates PA change as a process. Here, intervention contents act as a trigger for behavior change (e.g., getting up and stretching). Having noticed how the change affects one's well-being (such as feeling better after getting up and stretching) strengthens repetition of this behavior. In interview talk, critical incidents form a developmental path that ends in paying more attention to sitting reduction.

I: Yeah. Are the classes spent mostly sitting down?

P30: Yes and I have noticed myself that when, that you should like stand up to do some stretches in every half an hour but you don't know how the teachers would react if you disturbed the lesson like that, since we have the forty-five minuted and then a break.

I: ... if you were told that you should restrict the amount of sitting in you life, what thoughts would it evoke?

P30: I think it is really good because I these days I have noticed that when you reduce sitting, or rather when you don't reduce sitting, after that you have no energy and you are tired and like when you stand up then your blood starts to flow and. (laughs) Like you do a little bit of stretching and feel better.

I: Yeah. Have you always thought this way?

P30: Maybe not as often as now that the matter has surfaced a lot so, I have paid attention to it more.

... 

I: ... where like the cons of sitting still and stuff like that are discussed.

P30: Oh, well in the Let's Move It stuff usually. (chuckles).

I: Yeah. O.K. Did you have anything else ... have you heard something from the media or something, or was it mostly-

P30: Maybe in passing but we have never had anything, like a place or anything where we would have really dug deep into it, and properly been told about the cons and about the ways how you can prevent it and stuff.

I: Was it mostly like Let's Move It (P30: yeah, yeah) - that caused it?

P30: Yeah. So I did know about it beforehand, but still when I was told about it more, I went much more deeply into the matter.

Also in this case, cognitive change is triggered by increasing knowledge not only about sitting, but about sitting reduction practices as well.

4.2. Critical incidents not associated with intervention content in intervention arm participants’ talk

The previous section demonstrated various interpretations about the intervention as triggering PA increase, sitting reduction, and thoughts about PA and sitting. However, participants may have been influenced or inspired by other sources as well. Some intervention arm participants framed LMI as a critical incident, triggering change in behavior or thoughts. Others highlighted other critical incidents, such as important others’ support (school mate, boyfriend), change of season (spending more time outdoors), school change (climbing stairs, walking to school
instead of using public transport), vocational studies (wanting to maintain the ability to work), and positive experiences during school PE lessons. The following extract illustrates the last point on the preceding list, how gaining positive PA experiences has contributed to more positive thoughts about PA. Here, being introduced to different types of PA is presented as a new understanding of PA, more specifically, that exercise can be fun and lead to positive experiences.

I: ... Since this period started, has something happened that has affected your thoughts about PA, and if yes then what?

P31: The Let’s Move It that it has like that you should be more physically active, and the school PE too when we have done all sorts of things it has become like hey this really makes one feel good, that I could do more of this and. You’ve gotten to try more stuff like that, well I have tried almost everything before but it has brought a new perception on all the sports, and that has been quite fun.

Furthermore, one participant reported that the trial body composition measurement had helped her understand that muscle and fat in one’s body may be affected. Another noted that accelerometer wearing had inspired her to be on the move more than usual, “that it would show something else beside the zeros”.

Critical incidents related to changes in sitting reduction behavior or thoughts were mostly associated with the intervention. In addition, one participant said he had acquired information about sitting from school and the internet, but did not specify whether the sources were LMI-related.

4.3. Critical incidents in control arm participants’ talk

Interventions do not happen in a vacuum. On the one hand, gaining new understanding of PA importance was illustrated as a critical incident among participants in both intervention and control arms. On the other hand, school change, change of season, vocational studies, positive PA experiences, and accelerometer wearing were also reported as inspiring to PA increase by participants in both arms.

Control participants’ critical incidents were mainly associated with transitions and circumstance changes such as weight gain, new equipment for muscular exercise at home, school change, and change of season (regular ice hockey rehearsals). Critical incidents related to new thoughts about PA were vocational studies (understanding PA as critical in maintaining work ability) and positive PA experiences (which in turn contributed to more positive thoughts about PA). In the following extract, one participant describes how she and her friends had begun gym exercising to keep fit and be able to spend some time together. Moreover, positive experiences from gym exercise have changed her previous prejudices about the gym into enthusiasm for it.

I: ... Yea. How did the change that you described happen, where did it start from?

P26: Well, it just, my friends and I have had this thing for many summers now that now we like get into summer shape like go to the gym more, and we have never really had it in us to do it properly, but now we like thought that we like are all in different schools and see each other a lot more rarely so this is like a thing where we could all meet up, and get the like summer shape and then that motivates more to go to the gym when you see those friends that you don’t see as often anymore, so it is nicer then.

... I: How has this felt?

P26: Really nice, now like I used to think that the gym is kind of heavy kind of annoying, like, something that one would not like to go and do but then, now that you start and see that it is not that difficult and it is not that bad and it is healthy so, it is like nice to go there then.

Some incidents in control participants’ accounts were, by nature, similar to critical incidents associated with the LMI intervention content. Two of the control group students reported that gaining new knowledge (specifically, understanding that regular PA is important for one’s future vocation) had increased their motivation for PA.

I: Can you elaborate on what got you to think that it would be good to increase physical activity or those, make those choices of for example taking the stairs instead of the elevator or escalator?

P29: Well I should improve my physical fitness because of this profession, since this is a physically demanding job after all so you should be able to endure it.

I: Yeah. And how were you physically active before this change you described?

P29: Almost not at all. After school I always just stayed home and didn’t do anything. So nowadays I am much more active compared to what it was before.

Moreover, one control participant described that survey answering and accelerometer wearing had made her think about reasons for PA. This participant also reported that she had begun to think more about sitting less.

5. Discussion

To our knowledge, this study is the first to use the CIT in a qualitative process evaluation of a behavior change intervention. The CIT seems a promising approach for directing analysis towards potentially crucial intervention elements as described by the participants themselves. As illustrated above, some critical incidents were presented as natural changes related to circumstances and transitions while others formed developmental pathways and learning processes. Stewart and Smith (2014) suggest that critical incidents differ from other events by nature because they mark the beginning of a new trajectory. Examining critical incidents as markers of new trajectories may help in understanding why some adolescents related sitting on gym balls and twisters to change while others did not. Introduction of gym balls might be associated with change only when it is interpreted in connection with recently gained motivation or new insight.

This study set out to examine what participants of the LMI trial in both arms, reporting insufficient PA at baseline, perceived to be critical incidents to changes in their PA and meaning-making during the two-month intervention period. In intervention participants talk, 23 out of the identified 31 critical incidents were related to the intervention. These were categorized into three critical incident categories. In control participants, eight critical incidents were extracted. These did not substantially differ from the eight non-LMI-incidents of the intervention arm participants, indicating that both arms were subjected to similar influences from the natural, non-intervention environment.

The LMI intervention was present at critical incidents in various ways: in providing new understanding of PA and a perception of freedom to make one’s own choices; providing knowledge of PA benefits, practical tips for PA increase and maintenance in one’s daily life, the disadvantages of sitting, and techniques to reduce sitting in one’s daily life; helping in becoming aware of one’s own sitting behavior; and helping in adopting self-regulation skills. The critical incident, “gaining new understanding of PA and its benefits”, was identified among participants in both arms, whereas freedom of choice, practical tips, self-regulation techniques, awareness of own sitting behavior, and knowledge of the disadvantages of sitting were unique to the LMI intervention arm participants’ talk. It is possible to associate these with self-efficacy, outcome expectations, autonomous motivation, and self-regulation (see Table 1).

Many changes were not related to either behavior or thinking, but both. Whereas critical incidents of intervention participants were associated with PA or sitting, those of control participants’ accounts...
related to PA, with one exception (mere measurement effect; Rodrigues et al., 2015). All intervention and most control arm participants described only PA increase or maintenance. With the exception of one control participant, changes in thinking were presented as more positive or inclusive (or no change in thinking). Despite the short two-month timeline, there were several types of critical incidents that were associated with change.

The findings are partly aligned with the LMI intervention theory. Perceived freedom for own choice and benefits of light PA were highlighted in line with autonomy support principles of the LMI theory model (Table 1) and previous research. Previous literature has associated perceived benefits with PA participation (e.g., Brooks and Magnusson, 2007; Bélanger et al., 2011) as well as adopting and increasing PA (Sallis et al., 1999; Kostamo et al., 2017). Liimakka et al. (2013) categorized vocational student interviewees as target-oriented sports club adolescents, independently exercising adolescents, and adolescents who preferred hanging around with friends. Typically, independent exercisers valued the possibility to choose themselves when and how to exercise, while spending time with friends was more important in the “hanging out” category. We did not classify interviewees, but both freedom and friend considerations were present in our findings.

Instead of self-regulation as a form of planning one’s regular leisure-time exercise, most participants describing PA increase illustrated concrete and easy ways to adopt PA across the day. These new practices were frequently related to light PA and sitting reduction, which they conceptualized not as two separate processes, but as similar behaviors. These represent concrete examples that may be helpful when adopting new daily routines. The LMI intervention contained provision of tips, for example, on sessions 1 and 2. Further relating the findings to the intervention theory, the environmental changes were not brought up as critical incidents in participant talk. Participants seem to have construed PA as a personal responsibility, using current cultural expectations (Crawford, 2006) when describing their experiences.

5.1. Strengths and limitations

There are both advantages and limitations to CIT as a method. CIT helped in focusing and limiting the text corpus to accounts relevant to change. For example, even if one student presented media criticism as an impressive intervention component, she did not explicitly associate it with change in her talk. Necessitating that the participant actively attributes the intervention to be the source of the change, the CIT uniquely sheds light on the active ingredients of this intervention as used by the participants themselves. CIT brings particular benefits that thematic analysis cannot render. Contrary to, for example, the question “how do participants believe they benefitted?” the question that the CIT is able to answer is “how do participants associate LMI with changes in their PA habits or thoughts about PA?” A good answer requires an analysis of the process (which may involve as many as four components: background, triggering factors, consequences, and experiences/present state), which is not possible using a thematic analysis only.

In addition to applying an innovative analytical methodology, a further strength of this study is the inclusion of not only intervention arm participants, but also control participants, thus allowing the comparison of the findings across trial arms, and avoiding the potential overestimation of intervention influences, which could occur in interviewing only intervention participants. Finally, the number of individually interviewed interviewees is relatively large, contributing to a likely saturated data.

Change descriptions presented here are interpretative. For example, the timing of described changes (occurred before or during the intervention period) sometimes had to be concluded by the coder. Moreover, focusing on those incidents that students highlighted as meaningful for their PA change does not reveal why some intervention contents were not presented as critical. Our choice of examining PA change leaves out accounts of no change, which can also be illuminating in process evaluation. It is also possible that some students are more used to verbalizing events in their life using a narrative structure that includes critical incidents, whereas others are not as capable of linking various events. Finally, due to funding resources, it was not possible to conduct analyses immediately after the interviews, thus, we were, for example, unable to ensure data saturation or ask participants’ views on our interpretations.

As the interview guide included only one question about sitting reduction, the interviews produced more talk about changes in PA than changes in sitting. Also, the interview guide may have directed the analysis towards expected results, that is, the interview talk illustrating the intervention as a critical incident in theme 4. As in all interview studies, a tendency for socially desirable answers may have produced positive accounts. Nevertheless, we do not suggest that interview talk actually reveals participants’ authentic experiences or changes in their cognitive structures. Instead, we stress that trial participants have been able to talk about identified critical incidents using those resources the intervention has provided.

Students had only a two-month time to experience critical incidents or changes in behavior or thoughts. In previous studies using the CIT, critical incidents have often been conceptualized as crucial for the beginning of a new trajectory (Stewart and Smith, 2014), whereas our aim to identify important intervention components was more modest. However, as the participants were able to present 23 intervention-related critical incidents, it would be interesting to find out how they might describe PA changes later in life: how the presently gained resources might be realized across time (e.g., one year after the intervention).

6. Conclusions

This study analyzed adolescents’ accounts of critical events crucial for change in their PA behavior and related thinking at the six-week follow-up of a randomized trial. The LMI intervention was present in the intervention arm participants’ critical incidents in multiple ways, indicating that various intervention contents have offered resources to them. The results illustrate that, in real-world trials, control arm participants are also exposed to other influences that may operate via similar mechanisms (e.g., offer resources for a new understanding of PA) as the intervention. The study also highlights that very detailed and intensive assessments (survey answering, body composition measurement, and accelerometer wearing) can result in increases in PA during trials, posing a threat to trial validity. Our results point to the applicability of the CIT in process evaluation of health interventions and to the added value of qualitative evaluation in shedding light on quantitative trial findings.
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